SOMA works for the transformation of individuals and churches and the healing of
communities and their lands through the renewing power of the Holy Spirit. This is
through intercession and sending and receiving short-term mission teams across the
Anglican Communion.
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‘A bit like Heaven’
AVE you heard the Parable of the Broken
Fluorescent Light? No?
The mission team from St Stephen
Twickenham, which travelled to south-west
Uganda in November, found a “new parable”
during the SOMA conference in Kinkiizi.
The programme was described by team
leader Sonja as home-grown, founded on
what team members felt they could share
from their hearts, and she recalled: “One
particular picture was helpful in guiding us in
the early stages.
“One team member related how he had
been trying to fix an apparently broken
fluorescent light at home. He had bought
various new parts to fix the light, but eventually
found out that he didn’t need anything new;
all the parts were working but they had
become disconnected. He just needed to
jiggle the whole thing so that the parts could
reconnect and then the power came on.
“He felt that the Lord was saying that we
didn’t need to bring anything new, the
delegates already had everything they
needed, but we were there to help them
connect on a deeper level with the Lord.”
SOMA’s long relationship with Kinkiizi
Diocese dates back to the last century, and
Bishop Dan is eager for SOMA values to be
firmly embedded in the diocese where, due to
the church’s successful ministry of evangelism
and healing, occult activity is declining. There
are many stories of people being healed and
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of bringing the sick to church, hearing about
power there; many then become believers.
“We concluded that God was indeed
doing this work through the local church and
our role was to encourage, strengthen them
and further equip them to go on doing what
they were doing,” said Sonja.
The team was greatly strengthened by
Amos, who joined from Rwanda, where he is
the pastor of a large student church.
During prayer workshops prepared by
team members James and Victoria, difficult
issues rose to the surface, including the
massacre of nearly 1,000 people by a cult 14
years ago, and the spiritual dangers of staying
silent too long.
Team member Philip was heartened by
how prayer permeated the entire conference –
before every activity, journey, talk or meal and,
equally, at their conclusion. “It was built into
their DNA,” he said.
He was also deeply struck by the giving
during church services. “The collection, almost
apologetic and nigh invisible in some churches,
was a joyous call to dance and celebration
lasting 20 minutes or more as each and every
member brought their gift. Those with no
money brought their crops, which were then
auctioned to the assembled group who happily
vied in generosity to outbid each other, thereby
raising more money for the church!
Perhaps the hardest ministry was to the

Thank you
In this edition of Sharing, read of the Holy
Spirit inspiring and envisioning the youth
of Kisumu, Kenya, and fanning the flames
of hope, and of the Spirit working in lives
in South Sudan; and be encouraged by
the wholeheartedness of worship in
Kinkiizi, Uganda.
Thank you for sharing in the
transforming ministry to which SOMA
is called, whether by prayer and
intercession or financial
support, membership of
a team or inviting and
receiving a mission.
With every blessing,
Stephen Dinsmore
National Director
SOMA UK

Wanted – trustees
SOMA UK needs three new trustees –
go to www.somauk.org and click on
Get Involved at the top of the homepage,
then Become a trustee on the right.
Young delegates bound together in prayer, Maseno South

Continued on page 2

Bless God for SOMA!
ORE than 450 young people aged from nine to 29 gathered shortly
before Christmas for a SOMA conference in Kenya to
address the widely felt generation gap.
Youth feel undervalued in many parts of the church in
Kenya, so the conference at Maseno South was jointly planned
by SOMA UK and Church Army Captain Joshua Opondo,
Diocesan Youth Officer and General Secretary of Kenya Anglican
Youth Organisation, to build relationships between youth and
clergy in the parishes of Kisumu Diocese.
The mission was in three stages – the first, a one-day
conference for clergy and their youth leaders on the Friday,
designed to reduce the generation gap between the two and to
encourage the youth. The opening gambit of this day was to invite
the clergy and young people to sit together, as they had started in
two groups on opposite sides of the room! Continued on page 2
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‘A bit like Heaven’
Continued from page 1

Pygmies, the Batwa people displaced from
their ancestral forest home when the Bwindi
National Park, as it is now known, was
declared a protected gorilla reserve. Several
of the people are beginning to attend the
local church and to integrate with the
population.
Feedback from the delegates confirmed
that God had challenged and encouraged
everyone. “Amidst many outstanding
sessions, the talk by and ministry of Amos on
the Holy Spirit and the closing address by
Sonja on mission were exceptionally
powerful,” said Philip.
Personal and spiritual growth is not
confined to the delegates at a SOMA
conference.

Fast-track growth
Team member Victoria found the experience
altered her view of SOMA. “Now I know it’s
like a fast-track growth experience for a
Christian, and you don’t have to be an expert
or clergy to be useful; that if we are in the
Lord and serving prayerfully then we do have
something that can help someone else in the
body of Christ, even if they are better trained,
more experienced, or of a completely
different culture,” she said.
Team member Liz observed:
“Worshipping with the Kinkiizi pastors and in
local churches was a bit like being in Heaven,
and I was struck by the way the pastors
loved their Bibles and used them at every
opportunity.”
For one intercessor at home, covering the
mission with prayer, there were challenges in
knowing what to focus on when the daily
bulletins were inevitably delayed.
However, when she attended the postmission report evening, “it all really came
together fully. Seeing the excitement and
joy of what the team had experienced and
hearing how they had grown through their
time away put all my personal frustrations
into perspective.
“God was at work, even though my
prayers hadn’t been particularly focused.”
Team: Leader Revd Sonja Arnold, Victoria
Byrne, Philip Rodgers, Liz Thomas, James
Tomba, John Watson, UK; Revd Amos
Semuzima, Rwanda; intercessor coordinator
Lindy Cameron; Bishop Dan Zoreka.
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Bless God for SOMA!
The young people asked: “The
proclamation of the Gospel is heaped upon
the clergy; what can we do on the ground as
youth? As youth, let’s avail ourselves of the
opportunities there are, not wait to be asked.”
Delegates looked at how they can
produce effective and inclusive youth
programmes through an ethos of working
together, underlining the need for good
communications and relationships between
youth leaders and clergy, and the importance
of discipling those committed to Christ.
They then declared: “It’s our turn now,
let’s go out to the rural areas to share this!”
The second stage of the mission was an
intensive weekend for youth leaders, during
which 42 were equipped and envisioned to
be the ministry team for the five-day
conference which followed that Monday.
Themes ranged from Responsibilities And
Expectations to Leadership Skills, via training
on simple counselling, leading people to
Christ and to guiding Bible studies
interactively.

Confidence
The weekend gave the young leaders the
confidence and tools they need to be
effective counsellors for their peers at the
ensuing conference and beyond. “I’m on fire,
I am so excited, you have taught us!” said
one young counsellor.
Another was thrilled by “the opportunity
to increase my ability to teach new sessions
and preach at short notice, and to adapt my
material to the ever-changing audience and
situation”.
Delegates affirmed afterwards: “I was
filled with the Spirit”; “You raised my
confidence”; and “Bless God for SOMA”.
Young people from 40 parishes attended
the five-day conference, with an extremely
diverse programme tackling topics including
influence of media, leadership and integrity,
identity and self-esteem. Speaker Margaret
Auma delivered “the grandmother’s talk”
on sex and sexuality in a way that
communicated vital advice in an entertaining
and accessible manner.
The four-member SOMA team shared in
leading the workshops and handling the
incredible number of viewpoints and
questions, all aided by the newly trained and

Driver Ezra, third left,
with Kinkiizi team
members, from left,
Victoria, James, John,
Philip and Liz

Continued from page 1

enthused youth counsellors. In addition, they
responded sensitively to the main sessions
where delegates ranged from primary-school
age through to those with young families.

Connected
Although two days gave little time for the
youth counsellors to develop their new skills,
they certainly connected with interactive and
participatory ways of teaching, and
demonstrated this in the Bible study groups
they led.
With such intense subject matter for the
conference, it was important to offer contrast
in the form of games and sports, a fashion
show, music, dance, poetry, mime, drama and
a talent evening – a big hit with the delegates.
Joshua provided a thorough advance
briefing on the issues facing the young of
Kisumu, one of the poorest regions of this
country where a quarter of the population is
infected with HIV/AIDS and where riots, crime
and violence prevail.
He told his fellow team members:
“There’s rise in prostitution around the lake
region, unemployment, technology has
affected many young people as well
negatively; corruption, tribalism and many
other vices.
“We realise that the only way to live amidst
these challenging issues is to live in Christ.
Christ is with us but we do not still recognise
that He is among us.”
Team: Leader Revd Stephen Dinsmore, Lindy
Cameron, UK; Revd Capt Joshua Opondo CA,
Revd Fred Ochieng, Kenya; intercessor
coordinator Helen Foster.
SOMA connections: Mothers’ Union members from
Karamoja, Uganda, join the celebrations in Kenya

Right: Rejaf through through a window
Below: Delegates pray in Rejaf

Flames of hope
VEN for those (rare) SOMA missions where
most of the details are known well in
advance, it is the unknowns that test faith –
everything from “who will attend the
conference”, through to “what help can I be?”
Because SOMA is called to the “places
less visited”, it is almost impossible to
discover enough information in order to hit
the ground running. The pre-mission briefing
document is crucial but, inevitably, is broad
in scope and it is hard to flesh out the
picture. Once the team has arrived, the host
bishop’s briefing is vital.
Researching November’s two missions to
Wonduruba and Rejaf, in South Sudan, team
leader Malcolm was told: “There is an
overwhelming sense of helplessness at the
behaviour and the destroyed trust in
community leaders and therefore in the future
of the country. But in the midst of all that
there are signs of flames of hope and of God
working in people’s lives.”
The SOMA team went with a vision of
Jesus as the head of a united church that
can embrace the rich diversity of ethnic
groups and tribes, affirm what is good and
unique. That unity is dependent on allegiance
to Jesus above all, but tribal loyalty too often
takes precedence in South Sudan.
The five-day conferences in the two
dioceses were structured around illuminating
the theology of Paul, combining drama and
storytelling with SOMA’s rich canon of
teaching resources, adapted to bridge
cultural and language variations.
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A delegate deep
in prayer in Rejaf

Malcolm explained: “Participants at each
conference were invited to receive the Spirit,
who enables us to become who we are and do
what we are called to do.
“On one occasion, it had been a peacefully
still morning without a breath of wind. When
the team member invoked the Holy Spirit there
was a sudden gust that brought down a
copious shower of leaves like a celebratory
confetti curtain right next to the meeting tent.
And after that, a beautiful butterfly swept from
left to right in a glorious low-level flypast, as
though gliding fearlessly in the wake of the
Holy Spirit.

Profound privilege
“It is a profound privilege to be able to go on
mission with former strangers and, through
sharing the Gospel, make new friends. I pray
SOMA will have team members who are willing
to give of themselves, willing to learn, willing to
share and willing to grapple with the Good
News of Jesus Christ, however much that
shakes the foundations.”
One of the personal intercessors for this
mission was certainly aware of the potential for
foundations to be shaken. “I really felt the
need to start praying early … as I was sure
that Satan was trying to have his way in the
planning for the trip,” she reported.
“God puts us where He needs us, and I
know that the SOMA mission team were
exactly where He needed them to be. It’s
hugely humbling to be a part of a mission like
this where my (often unspoken, but hugely
heartfelt) prayers are indirectly helping to sow
seeds and change lives.
“I feel that we’ve all been blessed with
different callings and, whilst going on mission
isn’t one of mine, I do feel that helping
coordinate a group
of intercessors …
is something I’m called
to do.”
Team member David
discovered that these short,
intense missions have lost none

of their power for him. “Having been on so
many SOMA missions there were no surprises,
but it was good to once again be with people
in a very different world who have experienced
much hardship and suffering, yet are so joyful
in their worship. It has given me a renewed
sense of the transformative power of the
Gospel to change the lives of individuals and
communities,” he said.
Communities in Rejaf Diocese have certainly
been changed. Bishop Enock has reported
spiritual growth and fellowship, and is pleased
with the experience gained in organising a
conference in collaboration with SOMA.
“The conference was conducted at a right
time for the newly established Diocesan Youth
Office. The conference has helped to teach our
youth and church leaders the Bible, deepened
their faith and built their confidence in sharing
the Gospel with other people,” he said.
Bishop Matthew said unity had grown in
Wonduruba, enhancing “the propagation of
reconciliation, peace and the Gospel to all
corners. We have received good feedbacks
from the various parishes of the diocese.
Peace and reconciliation spirit in the diocese
is very visible.”
Team member Renée found herself
intensely aware of the fragility of the peace
in South Sudan, at risk of being further
undermined by the increasing crime. And she
felt challenged by “sharing the biblical promises
of better things to come (jam tomorrow), when
delegates needed to see some bread today –
or just the simple basics of life”.
“The experience brought a much greater
understanding and acceptance of the relevance
of the scriptures and their meaning, as well as
the need for a much closer application of their
teaching,” she said. “It has added fervour to my
preaching, yet I confess to feeling sadness and
exasperation when faced with matters of social
injustice, and our apparent impotence to make
much of a difference.”
She particularly enjoyed the games
sessions organised for bonding purposes.
“It was good to see everyone enjoying
themselves so much and have a little respite
from their daily troubles,” she said.
“I felt very strongly that all those we met
and shared time with felt affirmed and valued
as we listened to their stories and shared the
Gospel. Their sincere and joyful worship in the
face of so much suffering and poverty was a
life-changing experience, and one I will never
forget.”
Team: Leader Revd Malcolm Pritchard, Kate
Brankin, Revd Renée Coulson and Revd David
Maurice, UK; Evans Gogonya and Lobalang,
South Sudan; intercessor coordinator Helen
Foster; Bishops Matthew Peter Taban in
Wonduruba and Enock Tombe in Rejaf.

Donate!
Go to www.somauk.org
click on ‘donate’ Easy!
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Prayer and palpable love
HE desire to enable the SOMA UK
community to meet in new ways during
2014 led to our two Saturday day conferences
– attracting more people overall than attended
our previous residential conference.
The day conferences framed the summer,
the first on the outskirts of Bath in June and the
second on the periphery of London in early
October, together attracting nearly 70 delegates.
The decision to offer these one-day
formats for 2014 was in response to SOMA
supporters’ comments that a three-day
midweek conference is difficult for people who
are working, and a weekend conference
presents difficulties for those with church
responsibilities. Many delegates at the 2012
residential said they and others would
appreciate additional day conferences.
The focus for the day conferences, hosted
by All Saints Weston and St Stephen
Twickenham, remained SOMA’s twin call to
intercession and Holy Spirit renewal through
mission. There was a further exciting
dimension in that both churches were
preparing teams for imminent missions: the
Bath church to Nakuru, Kenya, in July, and St
Stephens to Kinkiizi, Uganda, in November.
The opportunity to pray for and with these
teams encouraged everyone, and the
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SOMA’s UK
Residential
Conference,
12-14 May 2015
OIN SOMA intercessors, team members,
Parish Mission Partners, supporters and
staff as we gather for fellowship, to pray,
worship, share, learn, reflect, be refreshed
by the Spirit and meet others involved with
the vision, mission and ministry of SOMA.
Guests include Bishop David Hawkins,
intercessor Pauline Shepherd and worship
leader Julie Dunn, with time to hear team
members and intercessors share their
experience and insight from recent missions.
Venue: High Leigh Conference Centre,
Hoddesdon, Herts EN11 8SG.
We start with lunch at 1pm on Tuesday
12 May and conclude after lunch on Thursday
14 May. Accommodation is in en-suite rooms
with full board, cost £158 per person.
For full details and a booking form,
call the SOMA office on 01460 279737,
email zena.durrant@somauk.org or go to
www.somauk.org
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delegates also heard from those freshly back
from mission and prayed with those preparing
for other forthcoming missions.
Another successful feature was the talks
by SOMA intercessors, illuminating this less
visible but vital role in keeping missions on
track with the Spirit, and everyone focused,
receptive and safe.
The emphasis on fellowship and being
together as a SOMA community is clearly
important, with sharing and hearing about
teams a highly popular element. The greater
focus on intercession also drew enthusiastic
feedback.
The Lord spoke clearly to around a third of
the delegates at the two conferences, and the
vision for SOMA increased.
A delegate at Bath said afterwards that she
had particularly valued witnessing “the prayer
and palpable love and support that exists
between SOMA members because such things
are rarely seen or experienced in our daily lives”.
So, 2015 sees the return of the residential
conference, this time in May, details below.

But the undoubted success of the one-day
conferences means they are here to stay too,
with details on the website at www.somauk.org

Scholes, Yorkshire, Saturday 4 July
Milton Keynes, Saturday 7 November

Youth delegate Mike catches up on Sharing in
Maseno South, Kenya

GET INVOLVED
INVITE To invite a SOMA team, email
stephen.dinsmore@somauk.org
PRAY Find today’s live prayer nugget on
our website home page; find our full Daily
Prayer Diary via the button there; or receive
a “new each morning” prayer request from
SOMA via Twitter or Facebook. It is upon
intercession that SOMA’s ministry and
mission is founded. SOMA intercessors are
supported by regular, extensive Prayer
Briefings and with live, two-way emails
when teams are on mission. Read more on
our website: click on ‘Prayer and
Intercession’; or contact Kate Brankin at
intercession@somauk.org
GIVE We really value financial gifts.
To resource SOMA’s ministry go to our
website: click on ‘Get Involved’ then
‘Support Us’; click on the ‘Donate’ button
on the top right of any web page; or email
steve.fincher@somauk.org
PARTNER A SOMA Parish Mission
Partnership builds a live, active relationship
between your parish and SOMA, inspiring
your congregations for Holy Spirit ministry
and mission at home as well as abroad.
Partners receive: Sharing newsletters,
‘Update’ with news and information, a SOMA
speaker about once a year; encouragement
to participate in everything from SOMA
missions to our intercessors’ network.

For their part, our partners encourage
prayer for SOMA; regularly communicate
our news to their congregations;
encourage individuals to get involved in
teams, as intercessors and supporters;
and seek to support SOMA financially,
when they can. Visit our website –
click on ‘Get Involved’ then ‘Parish
Mission Partners’ – email
stephen.dinsmore@somauk.org or
call 01460 279737.
TEAM For an ‘application to be
considered for a SOMA Team’, simply
contact SOMA via email, Facebook,
phone or post. Read more on our
website: click on ‘Join a Team’.
We look forward to hearing from you!
FUTURE MISSIONS include:
DR Congo
South Sudan
Tanzania
Uganda
DR Congo
Sierra Leone
Uganda
South Sudan
South Sudan
South Sudan
Kenya
Zimbabwe
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Nord Kivu
Wau
Rorya
East Rwenzori
Kasai
Freetown
Hoima
Awerial Youth
Ibba & Ezo
Twic East
Machakos
Harare

